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Abstract: The Li 2 CaTa 2 O 7 compound belongs to the Ruddlesden–Popper family of layered perovskites. First principle
approximation was used to investigate the electronic band structure and optical properties of the compound for three
phases. Independent of the studied compound’s structural type, Li 2 CaTa 2 O 7 has semiconductor behavior and direct
transition. In addition, the forbidden energy band gap of the compound decreases with rising temperature, as expected.
Furthermore, the 3d orbital of Ca contributes to the conduction band due to the crystal field effect. Moreover, the optical
response of the chosen axes of the compound to incoming electromagnetic rays varies with phase transition.
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1. Introduction
The crystal structure of layered perovskite type compounds has attracted countless researchers’ attention due
to their interesting properties such as ion exchange, ion conduction, CO 2 capture, ferroelectricity, and catalytic
activity [1–5]. The forms of Dion–Jacobson (DJ), Ruddlesden–Popper (RP), and Aurivillius phases are counted
as major families of closely related layered perovskite [1–6].
The Li 2 CaTa 2 O 7 (LCTO) compound belongs to the RP type layered perovskites and its detailed
structural information was given in previous research [2,3]. There are limited experimental works and no
theoretical studies related to LCTO. The first study on LCTO was performed by Liang et al. [3], who showed
that LCTO has high photocatalytic properties and the structure of the compound was determined at room
temperature. Eight years later, Berre et al . investigated LCTO. They used several techniques to characterize
the compound and observed that the compound undergoes a structural phase transition, which is an important
phenomenon for the emergence and evolution of a number of physical/chemical properties in solid-state materials
[7]. Moreover, they gave structural information of LCTO for all structural phases [2]. Wang et al. measured
the AC impedance of the Li + /H 2 CaTa 2 O 7 compound and compared it with original LCTO [5]. Wiley et
al. used microwave and solvothermal methods to investigate series of topochemical reactions. In their study,
LCTO was one of the chosen samples [8]. Ramakrishnan et al. performed an experimental study to investigate
ionic properties of three RP materials (Li 2 CaTa 2 O 7 , Li 2 SrNb 2 O 7 , and Li 2 CaTa 2 O 7 ) [9]. Furthermore, the
crystal information of LCTO has also been given online [10,11].
Unfortunately, there is a lack of experimental and theoretical information related to the electronic and
optical properties of this compound for all phases. In this paper, I report a theoretical study devoted to the
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Li 2 CaTa 2 O 7 compound to calculate the electronic band structure and optical properties with the Wien2k [12]
program for three phases. This will be a very useful guide for researchers who will study the LCTO compound.

2. Computational methods
To extract ground state information for the electronic structure and related properties of the compound, an
ab initio method was applied. The ground state electronic properties were calculated using the linearized
augmented plane wave (LAPW) [8] implemented in density functional theory (DFT), which is the best tool for
researchers to calculate electronic properties of solids due to the well-established scheme.
For calculation purposes, the following parameters were used for Wien2K software: –9 Ry energy separation between valance and core bands was chosen for cut-off energy. In the Brillion zone (BZ), 98 high symmetry
k points in an 11 × 11 × 3 grid was selected for the density, potential, and wave function. To calculate physical
properties of compounds, an approximate exchange-correlation energy was required by practical application of
DFT. There are four different potentials embedded in Wien2K, namely the local spin density approximation
(LSDA) [13], the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof [14] , WC-GGA [15,16], and PBEsol-GGA [17].

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Structural properties
The LCTO compound undergoes a structural phase transition from Pna2 1 to Pnma and Pnma to Cmcm with
temperature change [2]. Structural information of LCTO for three structural cases was given by Berre et al.
[2]. In that study, they gave the space group, lattice parameters, and atomic positions for three cases. The
atomic electronic configuration of the compound is Li [He] 2s 1 , Ca [Ar] 4s 2 , Ta [Xe] 4f 14 5d 3 6s 2 , and O [He]
2s 2 2p 4 .
The first task is to determine which potential embedded in the Wien2K software will be used for exchangecorrelation effects. Therefore, volume optimization was run to obtain the best theoretical lattice parameter
closest to the experimental value at room temperature (Figure 1). In the optimization progress, the total energy
of the unit cell for each potential is calculated by varying unit cell volume and plotted versus corresponding
energy. Afterwards, the Birch–Murnaghan equation of state [18] was used to extract theoretical values of the
lattice constant. The obtained theoretical lattice constants depending on selected potential are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Calculated ground state lattice constants of LCTO depending on chosen pseudopotential at room temperature.

Lattice constant (Å)
a
b
c

PBE-GGA
5.652
5.603
18.695

LSDA
5.477
5.430
18.117

WC-GGA
5.459
5.412
18.057

PBEsol-GGA
5.481
5.434
18.130

Experimental [2]
5.514471
5.466341
18.2393

It is clear from Table 1 that the calculated lattice constants closest to the experimental values were
obtained by applying PBEsol-GGA potential. To be consistent, PBEsol-GGA potential has been used for the
rest of the calculations during the calculation of physical properties of LCTO for all structural types. Figure 2
shows pressure versus volume. From Figure 2, it is seen that energy in a more stable condition corresponding
to minimum volume was obtained at zero pressure.
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Figure 1. Total energy versus unit cell volume by chosen potential: a) PBE-GGA, b) LSDA, c) PBEsol-GGA, and d)
WC-GGA for LCTO at room temperature.

3.2. Electronic properties
After determination the potential energy, the electronic band structure of the LCTO compound for each phase
was obtained with Wien2K software (Figure 3). In Figure 3, the Fermi energy level is set to origin. Also, the
forbidden energy band gap (FEBG) values for every case are obtained as a 2.635 eV, 2.540 eV, and 2.297 eV. It
is clear that the FEBG value of the compound gets smaller due to rising temperature and phase transition. In
addition, LCTO is classified as a semiconductor with a wide band gap value for all cases. Furthermore, both
the top of the valence band (red line) and the bottom of the conduction band (green line) are located at the Γ
high symmetry point in the BZ, which implies direct transition.
To use semiconductor materials as voltaic cell material, the FEBG should be in the range of 1 eV to 4
eV. According to the obtained results, regardless of the studied case, the FEBG of LCTO makes the compound
a good candidate for voltaic cell applications.
The electronic density of states (DOS) and the atom-resolved partial density of states (PDOS) of LCTO
at zero pressure are also shown in Figure 4. The first outstanding feature observed is the large energy band gap
between the conduction band and valance band. This energy band gap also confirms that the compound is a
semiconductor with a large band gap value. To see phase transition effects on the FEBG value in DOS, Figure
5 was drawn. It is easily seen that the starting point of the conduction band shifts to a small energy value with
a structural phase transition (small window in Figure 5).
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Figure 2. Pressure versus unit cell volume by chosen potential: a) PBE-GGA, b) LSDA, c) PBEsol-GGA, and d)
WC-GGA for LCTO at room temperature.

Figure 3. Calculated electronic band structure of LCTO for three temperature values.

The partial contribution of atoms also was calculated by Wien2K and plotted (Figure 4). Regardless of
the studied phase, while the Ca atom contributes the conduction band, the valence band of the compound was
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Figure 4. Calculated TDOS of LCTO compound for three different temperature values.

Figure 5. The effect of temperature on FBGE in TDOS of LCTO.

mainly formed by the O atom. In addition, tantalum contributes to not only the valence band but also the
conduction band. Moreover, the contribution of the Li atom is almost negligible compared with other atoms’
contributions. The partial contribution of the Ca atom also needs to be addressed here (Figure 6). It is well
known that the electronic configuration of the Ca atom ends up with 4s 2 . However, the d orbital of the Ca
atom has contributed to the conduction band (Figure 6), which implies a transition from the s orbital to d
orbital such as that due to crystal field effect.
3.3. Optical properties
In this section, the optical responses of the compound for different phases are analyzed and discussed. The
dielectric equation, ε (ω) = ε1 (ω) + ε2 (ω), describes the linear response of a system to an external electromagnetic field. While ε1 (ω) represents the real part of the dielectric function, ε2 (ω) is known as the imaginary
part and ω is the light frequency.
The type of material structure plays an important role in calculating the dielectric function. If the studied
compound has an orthorhombic structure, all diagonal components of the dielectric tensor depending on the
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Figure 6. The partial contribution of Ca atom to DOS.

calculated axes have to be calculated. LCTO crystal has an anisotropic orthorhombic structure; therefore, we
calculated all axes-dependent components of dielectric function (Figure 7).
Knowledge of the dielectric function of the compound gives us an opportunity to understand the electronic
structure of compound. All dielectric components were calculated within the 0–42 eV or 0–50 eV photon energy
range. The chosen energy range is sufficient to calculate and determine the values of optical components of
LCTO. The incident radiation with linear polarization was only considered during the calculation process.
Like the forbidden band gap, the static value of the dielectric constant, ε (0) , is a very important physical
quantity for semiconductors. The static values of the real part of the dielectric constant of all cases were obtained
(small windows in Figure 7) and are given in Table 2. It is obvious from Table 2 that while the value of ε1x (0)
gets larger with the phase transition, the value of ε1z (0) gets smaller. In addition, ε1y (0) first has higher value
and then it gets smaller. That is normal due to phase transition with temperature change, and the response to
incoming incident light also changes. Detailed analysis of Figure 7 reveals that the real part of the dielectric
constant for different phases has negative values between 9.075 and 12.20 eV, 26.81 and 27.90 eV, and 39.19
and 39.57 eV. In these regions, the compound behaves like metal and reflects all incident electromagnetic light
back to the incoming direction. Finally, ε1x (ω) belonging to the Pna21 space group at room temperature has
the lowest value at 9.075–12.20. When the temperature rises to 400
structural phase transition and

ε1y

◦

C, the compound undergoes the first

(ω) has the lowest value. Moreover, ε1z (ω) has the lowest value at 800

◦

C,

where the second phase transition, Pnma to Cmcm, takes place. The component change of the real part with
the structural phase transition implies that the crystal direction response to the incident electromagnetic light
is altered.
Table 2. Calculated static values of real part of dielectric function of LCTO.

ε1xx (0)
ε1yy (0)
ε1zz (0)
360

Room temperature
4.59
4.71
4.74

400 ◦ C
4.69
4.82
4.72

800 ◦ C
4.78
4.72
4.71
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Figure 7. Real, ε1 (ω) , and imaginary, ε2 (ω) , parts of dielectric function of LCTO compound axes dependence:
a, b) room temperature; c, d) 400 ◦ C; e, f) 800 ◦ C.
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The imaginary part of the dielectric function is directly related to resistivity, which means dissipation of
energy. There is a dramatic increase (small windows in Figure 7) after 2.62, 2.46, and 2.27 eV corresponding to
the energy band gap for Pna2 1 , Pnma, and Cmcm phases, respectively. The maximum peak of the imaginary
part of the dielectric constant located between 5.78 and 5.79 eV is responsible for strong optical transitions
independent of temperature.
Figure 8 shows the refractive index through the crystal axes for all phases. The refractive index defines
how the light propagates through the material. Obtained static values of the refractive index depending on the
axis are given in Table 3. It is seen from Table 3 and Figure 8 that the refractive index value of the selected axes
varies because of structural phase transition. Moreover, it is also known that when the FEBG gets smaller, the
refractive index has a larger value. The characteristic correlation between the forbidden band gap and refractive
index is also observed (Table 3).

Figure 8. Temperature dependence of the refraction coefficient of the LCTO compound along x, y, and z axes: a) room
temperature, b) 400 ◦ C, c) 800 ◦ C.

Table 3. Calculated temperature dependence of the static values of refractive index of LCTO.

nxx (0)
nyy (0)
nzz (0)

Room Temperature
2.14
2.17
2.18

400 ◦ C
2.17
2.20
2.17

800 ◦ C
2.19
2.17
2.17

Finally, reflectivity versus energy is plotted in Figure 9. With detailed analysis of Figure 9, it is seen
that the maximum reflection, 40%, occurs at 40 eV for the Pna2 1 phase, while it ensues at 29 eV for not only
Pnma but also the Cmcm phase. In addition, more light is reflected back by the z-axis for Pna2 1 , by the x-axis
for Pnma, and by the y-axis for Cmcm phases. Due to structural changes, this is an expected situation. In
addition, the maximum 40% of the incident electromagnetic wave is reflected back and 60% of incoming light
goes through the material for all phases. One more detail is that all incident light goes through materials at 26
eV and between 35 and 38 eV energy values.
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Figure 9. Temperature dependence of the reflection coefficient of LCTO compound along x, y, and z axes: a) room
temperature, b) 400 ◦ C, c) 800 ◦ C.

4. Conclusion
In this study, some physical properties of the Li 2 CaTa 2 O 7 compound for all phases were investigated and
analyzed. Regardless of temperature changes, the forbidden energy band gap lies in the energy range of 2.2–2.7
eV, where the compound has semiconductor behavior with direct transition. The forbidden energy value makes
the compound a good candidate for voltaic cell applications in technological areas.
The real and imaginary parts of the dielectric function were calculated and interpreted according to
the studied axis. The value of the static real part of the dielectric function is in the range of 4.59–4.71 eV
depending on the axis. The compound has reflected back a maximum of 40% of the incident electromagnetic
wave regardless of temperature. In addition, the refractive index depending on the axis was calculated.
Unfortunately, there are few experimental studies in the literature. Researchers have investigated structural properties of the compound such as lattice parameters, atomic position, phase transition depending on
temperature, and ionic properties. There is no information about the electronic, structure, and optical properties of the compound obtained from either experimental study or theoretical performance. Therefore, the
calculated data were not compared.
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